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ForewordForewordForewordForeword    

 

Our mother’s name is Lélia Picabia. A name too beautiful not to hide an element of pain. As 

children, we didn’t know where the name originated. Our mother never talked to us about her 

father, or her grandparents. 

 In 1985 her grandmother (our great-grandmother) Gabriële Buffet-Picabia died of old 

age having reached 104. We didn’t go to her funeral for the simple reason that we didn’t know 

she existed. Many years later, when we were adults, we understood the silence surrounding her. 

We knew intuitively that this woman had been a monument but a lost, unrecognised one. Lost 

in the history of art, and unrecognised by anyone. Why this double invisibility? 

 And so we launched into reconstituting the life of Gabriële Buffet, visionary art theorist, 

wife of Francis Picabia, mistress of Marcel Duchamp and close friend of Apollinaire. 

 We wrote this book as a four-hand piece, hoping something beautiful would come of 

this unusual process. We experimented with a writing method, weaving our words together to 

create a single voice between the two of us. We wanted to recreate the now forgotten pleasure 

of writing as we once had – with all the “seriousness of a child at play”. Two sisters together will 

always be children. 

 We played but we invented nothing, there was no need, Gabriële’s life is a novel. In 

writing this book we used historical works, archives and interviews. We are not historians, 
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though, and don’t claim to be. We hope that art experts will understand that, despite our 

meticulous research, our subjectivity as writers came into play in interpreting our great-

grandmother’s feelings. The events we describe were lived by the protagonists, we have simply 

described them in our own way. We chose a point of view full of life to tell the story of 

Gabriële Buffet’s life.  

 

ANNE & CLAIRE BEREST 
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1111    

Enchantment (entrapment)Enchantment (entrapment)Enchantment (entrapment)Enchantment (entrapment)    

 

 She’s not someone you notice straightaway. Nothing eye-catching about her average 

height, her modest body, her long chestnut-brown hair subdued into a low chignon, a dark and 

provocative glory never revealed. Gabriële Buffet’s face has no particular charm. No delightful 

quirks. Most noticeably, her chin is too big. And her forehead. Her eyes crease into two 

permanently dreamy furrows, creating a line as black as wet coal under each heavy eyebrow 

and masking the colour of her irises. This woman is neither beautiful nor ugly, she’s different. 

If you nudge your curiosity into studying her unremarkable face, you realise her pale mouth 

draws out into long bird-wing curves. She has robust cheekbones. The overall impression is of 

frightening determination. Her expression instantly invites you to look into her eyes. And to 

follow them. 

 In 1908 Gabriële is 27. She is in Berlin for the final stage of the music studies she 

started in Paris. She’s an independent young woman. No husband, no children, no ties. She 

has an enjoyable life, a bachelor’s life. She earns money playing in orchestras, is answerable to 

no one. 

 With her new friends from Berlin, Gabriële spends the holidays in a summer chalet in 

Switzerland. She has an unusual encounter there: “At the time there were a great many little 
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rented cottages around Geneva that housed Russian refugees. And I came across Lenin 

because he was in a house not far from mine. I would see him go out – no more than that, 

apart from the fact I thought him very good-looking.”*1
 

 Family legend has it that Gabriële had an affair with Lenin. No book confirms this, and 

we doubt its veracity. What is interesting is that the legend exists at all. That this notion has 

survived for decades: Gabriële was only ever seduced by revolutionary men – whatever the 

nature of the revolution, be it political or artistic. 

 

 After her holiday in the Swiss mountains, Gabriële goes hom to France to visit her 

mother and her brother Jean. Like many military men at the time, her father has retired to 

Versailles, a quiet affluent town with its own electric tram company running the previously 

horse-drawn service. 

 Gabriële does not much enjoy her time in Versailles, soon irritated by things that 

delighted her on the first day: family rituals, deeply ingrained gestures, endlessly repeated 

anecdotes. Gabriële isn’t the family type and never will be – even with her own children. 

Particularly with her own children. 

 

 A fine day in September 1908 marks the end of the summer. Gabriële’s mother lays 

the table under the pergola in the garden, happy to have her two grown-up children with her, 

she’s wearing a pink dress, the sun filtering through the foliage scatters splashes of light on the 

white tablecloth, we’re in a Renoir painting. 

                                                           
1
 Quotes marked with an asterisk are drawn from contemporaneous documents and their source is given in 

the French text 
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 Madame Buffet is heavy-hearted: this is the last summer lunch as a family, and soon 

she’ll be alone again in this oversized house. Gabriële is heading back to Berlin and Jean, who 

is a painter, has set up home in Moret-sur-Loing. He chose this small village in the Seine-et-

Marne region because it was the setting for many paintings by the impressionist Alfred Sisley, 

whom he greatly admires. Sisley painted its church, its bridge, its poplar trees and its streets… 

And Jean does more or less the same, fifteen years later. Fifteen years too late perhaps. Jean 

isn’t ahead of his times, is even a has-been according to Gabriële who moves in the avant-garde 

music world. He is part of the neo-impressionist generation, a “young follower of an already 

old movement”.* To give him his due, Jean has talent, a lot even, but Gabriële doesn’t respond 

to his pretty subjects, his sensitive compositions or his ability to achieve genuine chromatic 

power in snow scenes. To her mind, the impressionists rocked the establishment in her 

parents’ day. Now they are establishment. 

 

 But let’s get back to that September day with Gabriële and her mother sitting in the 

garden, the white wisteria is having its second flowering, mother and daughter talk only to make 

the silences acceptable, they have nothing against each other but not much to say to each other. 

Jean has not yet arrived. They’re waiting for him before having lunch, he promised he’d be on 

time. 

 After a while Gabriële and her mother start the meal, thinking it will “make him come”. 

By the time they’re onto dessert, they have come to terms with the fact he won’t be joining 

them, and both mask their fears by getting on with chores. The afternoon trickles by, Gabriële 

packs her bags for her return to Germany – she can’t wait to get back to Berlin, the summer 

holidays have been one long night of insomnia, she’s suffocating. She paces around her room. 

The chest of drawers smells of wax polish and is full of sensible dresses in blues and greys. The 

smell is pleasant but bland, like a modestly fragrant shrub. 
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 The bells of Versailles’s Saint-Louis Cathedral ring for vespers. Her brother still isn’t 

there, Gabriële listens, focusing on the sound of the bells, their heavy bronze forms resonating 

in deep solemn tones. A sudden unexpected sound, Gabriële hears the gravel crunch 

aggressively. She rushes to the bedroom window: a car is nosing into the courtyard. This sight, 

so early in the Twentieth Century, is both incongruous and extravagant, like a helicopter 

landing on your garden lawn today. It doesn’t take her long guess why it is there. 

 For several weeks now her brother Jean has only had eyes for and only shown interest 

in the “wonderful fellow” he met “working hands-on” in Moret-sur-Loing, in other words 

painting out in the open, in direct contact with his subject, as the masters did. The two young 

men painted at the same time of day and stood their easels in the same spots. So they inevitably 

became friends. Gabriële has already heard talk of this fellow in Germany, he is a fashionable 

painter, a young impressionist whose Spanish name everyone finds extraordinary: Francis 

Picabia. She doesn’t know why but she finds it irksome every time her brother mentions this 

new friend. And the more her brother sings the young painter’s praises, the more unbearable 

she thinks him. “I’d heard a lot about Picabia before meeting him,” she confides later. “And I 

loathed that sort of bourgeois society, the very rich grandfather…”* Gabriële is irritated to see 

“this small slim man with a supple arching frame”* step out of the car. When her mother asks 

her to go down to greet the boys, she pulls herself together to face the ordeal of dinner. She 

expertly arranges the collar of her dress, like an actor adjusting her costume in the wings, then 

gazes about her, briefly disorientated, wondering what she’s looking for – but nothing.  

 Gabriële comes to sit at the dinner table where everyone is waiting for her. She finds 

herself seated opposite the painter who has blazing black eyes, a dusky complexion, thick 

eyebrows, the beginnings of a moustache and the relaxed attitude of people whose wit – the 

cherry on the cake of their wealth – means they feel comfortable in any situation and any 

company. 
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 The young man represents everything she despises. He is stylish, although he hopes it 

looks effortless. She studies him surreptitiously. Scoffs at the way he has teamed impeccable 

black silk socks with wide brown velvet trousers fraying the hem, patinated by hours spent 

painting in the sunshine, and shiny new shoes made of softest leather for the finest feet. There’s 

a luxurious nonchalance at work in every detail. He sports a painter’s roomy, white shirt, with 

rolled up sleeves that have never had buttons at the cuff. He smells of a penetrating 

combination of linseed, resin, Eau de Cologne and petrol vapour. It turns her stomach – it’s 

torture. As Gabriële sits there facing Francis, the particles in the atmosphere become more 

concentrated. Trapped between the old soup tureen in pink porcelain and the carriage clock 

with its bronze elephant calf, Gabriële suddenly feels very hot. To disguise her discomfort, she 

picks up her spoon and starts drinking her soup before everyone else. 

 

 Madame Buffet rushes for her own cutlery to cover the faux pas, then the men start 

proudly describing the car breakdown that has made them so late. The Latin-faced upstart of a 

painter apologises for robbing them of their beloved Jean. And takes this opportunity to make 

eye contact with the young lady of the house. She is the reason Francis Picabia has come to 

Versailles. Ever since Jean first mentioned his sister, he has been obsessed with the idea of 

meeting her. He is unusually inspired by this girl who composes music and lives alone in 

Berlin. To get close to her he is prepared to force the friendship with Jean, prepared to drive 

him home in his motor car, all with the sole aim of being invited for a family lunch. Now in her 

presence at last, he strives for some complicity, a secret understanding, he wants to know what 

this free-spirited girl has in her belly, but Gabriële is avoiding him, she doesn’t want to play the 

game, doesn’t want to be friendly, gives evasive answers… “I was asked about exhibitions in 

Berlin; I admitted my ignorance, my incompetence on the subject of paintings, how boring and 

what an effort I found exhibitions and museums…”* 
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 Gabriële does more than confess her ignorance: she lies. She makes it sound to Francis 

Picabia as if she has never heard of his exhibition, even implying she has never heard of him at 

all, not in her life. “I knew Picabia by reputation,” she later confides, “and knew he was an 

important figure in artistic circles.”* “But he was completely smitten and I was very unkind to 

him, I told him I hadn’t seen his exhibition in Germany.”* 

 Gabriële Buffet piques the painter’s pride: Francis Picabia is accustomed to people 

taking an interest in him. He is a star, a phenomenon, fashionable salons squabbled over him. 

Thrown by her, he responds with increasingly ill-judged remarks, expresses amazement, what, 

how, but that’s impossible, she hasn’t heard of his Berlin exhibition? But it was phenomenally 

successful! Francis brags, overinflates himself, mentions a monograph published about him, 

yes, at his age – nearly 30 – he’s already the “subject of a study”, the book is pompously entitled 

Picabia, the Painter and Aqua-Forteist, and the author is Édouard André, a great connoisseur. 

Picabia promises Madame Buffet and her daughter he will send a signed copy the very next 

day. Gabriële finds him coarse, his behaviour is vulgar, she has met world-renowned musicians, 

great masters who display more humility than this little impressionist show-off. And Francis 

inevitably realises. He doesn’t know how to undo the damage – feigning modesty now would be 

worse still. He spills a glass of wine on the tablecloth and liquefies with apologies while Jean, 

who doesn’t understand why his usually affable sister is treating his new friend with such 

disdain, tries to graft together the pieces of a conversation that keeps breaking apart on 

Gabriële’s lips. Jean reminds his sister how much she once enjoyed art, how her music 

instructor used to encourage her to visit every art gallery. But Gabriële retorts coolly that those 

days are over, it no longer pleases her to stroll around museums – still less galleries.  

 End of the conversation and the dinner. The two men have to be back in Paris that 

evening. Gabriële indicates that there are things she needs to do in the capital. Francis offers to 

give her a lift. The three of them set off but almost before they have left, Picabia’s contraption 
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breaks down again. At the start of the century “successive, incomprehensible”* car breakdowns 

are part of the adventure of travel, it is in fact exceptional for a journey to be completed with no 

engine-related mishaps. Miraculously, there is a garage a few hundred metres from where they 

have stopped. They will have to push the car, and to Picabia’s astonishment, Gabriële calmly 

rolls up her sleeves. 

 As Gabriële tells it, she is “resigned to”, perhaps even exasperated by, this pedantic 

driver who can’t master his own automobile, and she is covered with grease by the time she 

walks into the garage and goes to sit on a pile of old tyres.  

 It is when she is on this uncomfortable makeshift chair, on this heap of rubber, in some 

backwater between Paris and Versailles that fate rears its head. Put out by the lack of interest 

shown towards him, Francis Picabia has not said a word since dessert, but now he comes over 

to the pile of tyres and lobs an opening gambit at Gabriële with a mixture of annoyance, 

sincerity and fury. 

 “I’m sure painting bores me more than it does you!” 

 “Oh, does it? And what is of interest to you, then?” 

 “Everything except what I do!”* 

 “Why then do you do it?” 

 “If I weren’t committed to contracts and exhibitions, I’d never paint again in life!” 

 “Truly? You’d stop painting?” 

 “In that way, at least. I know there’s another type of painting, painting that has a life of 

its own, painting that goes beyond any sort of objective reproduction.”* 
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 Gabriële starts to listen. At last. These words, these concepts speak to her, she has a 

perfect mastery of them in musical terms. But it has never occurred to her they could be 

applied to painting. 

 “Well, what will you paint, then?”* 

 The young woman has wiped off the scornful ironic expression she has consistently 

presented to him since the beginning of the evening. She is genuinely expecting a reply that will 

surprise her. But the young painter doesn’t know what to say. How can he answer this 

unreasonable, dizzying question, perhaps the most important question he has been asked in his 

life: what to paint now? Here in this garage, this old wooden shed, amid piles of barrels, 

dismantled cylinders and dismembered carts, while the mechanic who has been hauled away 

from his evening meal with his family shows Jean how to repair a car engine by the light of a 

single wavering light bulb dangling miraculously from the underside of the roof, Francis Picabia 

does exactly what everyone should always do when they don’t know how to answer: he asks 

questions. “And I replied with musical reasoning.”* 

 “Well, as you’re so knowledgeable, tell me, what should I paint?” 

 “You must paint something where every element is created in the same spirit with 

which it was conceived,” she replies. 

 And this answer sends a shiver down Francis Picaba’s back.  

 “Very well,” he says. “But how does anyone create when there are so many things to 

copy?” 

 Encouraged, Gabriële ventures further into her deeply-held convictions: “There must 

simply be no copying.”* 
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 In a flash, Francis Picabia has a glimpse, a hint of the sublime havoc these ideas could 

produce. He anticipates its giddying power, the breadth of its possibilities. That sentence is the 

key, it resonates with thoughts that have badgered him for months, visions that slip through his 

fingers as soon as he’s at his easel, visions of chaotic, unbridled, free-wheeling paintings, true, 

but until now he had never formulated the notion in words. “And in that moment there was 

profound understanding between us. Yes, a broad understanding, not just on the arts but on 

society.”* 

 A good hour of conversation later they really must set off again in the car. “After a few 

false starts, the engine started to roar deafeningly, we settled under blankets of Siberian squirrel 

and set off.”* During the journey, Gabriële and Francis sit in silence, overwhelmed. They 

watch the road, the darkness scudding ahead of them, lit up by the headlights. This magic 

created by speed and electricity feels like a metaphor for their inner feelings, their thoughts, a 

thousand things piling into each other, a thousand lines of argument, a thousand examples, a 

thousand ideas. They have so much to say to each other. Back in Paris, Gabriële and Francis 

manage to shake off Jean and they are alone at last to pursue their conversation. It is almost two 

in the morning when Francis and Gabriële park the car outside 15, rue Hégésippe-Moreau, 

near Montmartre cemetery. They have come to the “Villa des Arts”, built in Louis XV’s day as 

a place for painters to work. Despite the lateness of the hour, Francis insists Gabriële sees his 

studio. 

 He usually invites young ladies to the villa to impress them: with the bustle in the 

studios, the comings and goings of models and representatives sent by traders, there is 

something erotic and intoxicating about the place. He invites girls to see his paintings to get 

them lying down. Now, though, the thought hasn’t even occurred to him. What he wants is to 

show Gabriële a canvas to prove that everything she has been talking about has already 

germinated in his head. 
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 This warm September night with the windows of the candlelit studios nostalgically 

conjuring the Age of Enlightenment would be the idyllic setting for a first night of passion. But 

they have no thoughts of romance. They pay no heed to the beauty around them because they 

are engrossed in their conversation and have important things to do. Francis promises to show 

Gabriële a painting “with absolutely no contingency of representation or transposition of 

natural forms as we usually delineate them in space, when following routine visual and pictorial 

interpretation.”* Half way down the narrow street leading to the villa’s front door, Francis stops 

and turns to her. 

 “You do understand what I mean, don’t you?” 

 Of course Gabriële understands, she is even the only person capable of understanding. 

Realising this, Francis Picabia takes the young woman’s face in his hands, not to kiss her on the 

lips but to check that her head is real. He is quite overcome: he has found someone with whom 

he can discuss this when so far he has been met with “bafflement from his friends and 

acquaintances whenever he mentioned this experimentation, which they universally deemed 

insane.”* 

 When they reach his studio he lights a few candles and three oil lamps, then rummages 

through dozens and dozens of canvases stacked on the floor and against the walls. Gabriële 

thinks the place a little chilly and finds the smell of turpentine acrid, almost nauseous, it makes 

her head spin. She doesn’t know where to sit, where to look or where to put her suitcase. She is 

aware of a peculiar tension. The tension that prickles your skin when you first step into the 

private world of someone with whom you think you may not only make love, but perhaps also 

spend days, nights and years. She looks at the paintings, the books, the clothes strewn here and 

there, this whole life suddenly revealed, the childhood photographs, the white sink and in it 
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pots full of paintbrushes, the piles of letters, the lucky charms, the postcards pinned to the wall, 

the mismatched crockery, a few coins spilling from a leather purse, articles cut from 

newspapers. But also – and Gabriële should have been wary of this – an abandoned pair of 

high heels, a mother-of-pearl powder compact and a tube of Guerlain’s “Remember me” 

lipstick, a cult item used only by free women and actresses. 

 Searching through this appalling shambles unable to find the painting he wants, Francis 

Picabia shows her in passing the dozens of landscapes he has just painted alongside her brother 

Jean in Moret-sur-Loing. He asks for her frank, no-holds-barred opinion, begging her to be 

brutal. 

 “The truth is,” she says, “this whole impressionist mess turns my stomach.”* 

 “Me too!” he howls dementedly. “Me too!” 

 And he snatches up his impressionist works leaning against the wall, throws them to the 

floor in the middle of the room and starts berating himself. 

 “They’re just batches of bread rolls! At least the baker has the satisfaction of feeding 

people. I get nothing from it. Apart from money!”* 

 All at once Francis Picabia brandishes a canvas covered in violent garish colours and ill-

defined shapes – there it was, the one he was looking for. This painting does not mimic reality, 

it breaks away from “routine visual and pictorial interpretation.” 

 “You see, I wasn’t lying!” he says. 

 But Gabriële pulls a face. 

 “It’s interesting. Yes. But it’s not enough.”  

 Rather than feeling offended, Francis Picabia sees all the possibilities offered by this 

challenge. The woman’s right, he must go further, strike much harder. Everything falls into 
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place in his mind. Spurred on by Gabriële who is encouragingly, Picabia launches into a 

disconcerting stream of words bubbling up and chivvying each other along. 

 “I want to paint shapes and colours freed of their sensory presentation. To have a 

painting style rooted in pure invention that recreates the world of shapes by following its own 

desires and its own imagination.* From the dawn of time to the modern era, artists have striven 

– successfully, in fact – to reproduce something anyone of average intelligence would 

immediately recognise: the original model. But I’m working towards something else 

altogether.”* 

 “Realising I was enthralled, Picabia kept developing his arguments, pushing them to the 

very pinnacles of intelligent thought with a wealth of images and words.”* 

 And that was the first night of all their nights. 

 

 Gabriële would never talk of love. She would never say “I loved him and he loved me”. 

What happened between them was a head-to-head that produced a surge of thought and 

creativity, it was the beginning of a never-ending conversation, in the etymological sense of the 

word, toing and froing over the same river, on the same terrain. 

 Like a splash of electric blue paint, daylight starts to appear through the studio’s tall 

windows. Francis and Gabriële are showing signs of flagging. They stand in silence. They know 

they are going to kiss, they know it will happen because they won’t be able to fight against it, but 

that is not uppermost in their minds at the moment. 

 “Darkness is heavier than daylight,” says Picabia. 

 “How do you know?” asks Gabriële. 
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 And Francis tells her how his father gave him a set of weighing scales when he was a 

boy. Exquisite 10 Kg scales made by Roberval, with two large brass plates and gleaming round 

weights. He started weighing everything he could lay his hands on, his toys, kitchen forks, his 

grandfather’s eau de Cologne, some sugar, a lock of hair, even house flies. One day he came 

up with the idea of putting the scales on the windowsill in the sun. He screened off one of the 

plates so one was in the shade and the other in the light because “he wanted to know whether 

light weighed less than shadow”.* When the needle leant towards the shadowy side he drew his 

conclusion. 

 

 It’s now fully light, the first of all those nights comes to an end, they have not made 

love, they have talked non-stop, but with the same fulfilment and pleasure. Francis Picabia 

suggests Gabriële lies down on his bed and he will go out for a little stroll so she can have the 

privacy she needs and can rest a little. She accepts. Francis goes out to enjoy the cool morning 

air as he walks up to Montmartre. The hilltop is like a country village with its smoking 

chimneys, its cluster of houses and its higgledy-piggledy paving stones. Reeling from what he 

has just experienced, dazed by meeting Gabriële, Francis stops off for a cup of black coffee at J. 

Arvis where they have just put up a poster advertising Munich beer. At La Goutte de lait he 

buys a litre of milk for 20 centimes. The rue de Clignancourt is coming to life with its jumble of 

people from all over the country, in the distance he can make out Pablo Picasso and Max 

Jacob heading into the floating wash-house after a well-oiled night. The two “Picas”, the two 

Spaniards, Picasso and Picabia, are not keen on each other so Francis crosses the street, not 

wanting to break the spell of his euphoria. Paris is waking with its peddlers, its workmen, its ill-

behaved children. At the Boulangerie de la Galette he buys croissants for Gabriële; and buys a 

beautiful apple from a peasant woman pulling a barrow of fruits and vegetables. A feast for 

Gabriële. He is mad about her. Dependant on her. Never wants to be without her again. 
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 There are men who fall to their knees for youth, others for beauty, some for kindness 

and goodness, but on this September day Francis Picabia has fallen for a mind. He has just met 

the most intelligent woman he has ever known,  she has “intelligence born of instinct” which he 

distinguishes from the kind “you see everywhere, in society gatherings, concerts, the corridors 

of theatres and conference rooms…”*  

 He simply cannot countenance allowing Gabriële to take her train for Berlin. 

    

* * ** * ** * ** * *    

 

 “Gabriële Buffet was 27 when she met Francis Picabia. That’s how old our grandfather, 

their youngest son Vicente Picabia, was when he committed suicide.” 

 “You’re right. I hadn’t thought of that.” 

 


